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Abstract A subset of headache patients are chronic and

results refractory to standard medical treatments, they are

unsatisfied or unable to tolerate the side effects of medications.

In the lack of more effective prophylactic treatment, there is

need of alternative approach. Migraine is conceptualized as a

chronic and potentially progressive disorder. It is conceivable

that more aggressive therapeutic efforts could be warranted in

drug-refractory chronic migraine. In this prospective, the new,

device-based therapies that allow to affect brain function in

less invasive ways may represent a therapeutic opportunity.

Peripheral occipital neurostimulation resulted in several trials

and case reports to be beneficial in a large variety of headache

and craniofacial pain disorders, with chronic primary head-

ache the most studied. We comment on our experience in the

application of ONS in drug-refractory chronic cluster head-

ache and chronic migraine patients.
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Introduction

Neurosurgical management of chronic pain disorders has

been an evolving concept over the past 50 years, still in

progress [1].

The lack in the research on new specific drugs in the

headache fields has been currently counterbalanced by the

increasing interest in neuromodulation techniques, with the

peripheral neurostimulation approach established as an

emerging therapy for refractory chronic headache [2].

Neuroimaging studies prove unequivocally that struc-

tural and functional alterations exist in the migrainous

brain in between attacks.

Moreover, some of the structural changes, such as white

matter lesions load, decreased gray matter density and iron

deposition in basal ganglia, correlates with higher attack

frequency and longer disease duration, supporting the view

of migraine as a progressive disorder [3].

At least some of the morphological changes must be a

direct consequence of repeated migraine attacks more than

reflect the predisposition to migraine. These abnormalities

may probably play a role in the chronification process, as they

may account for frequent relapse after transient improve-

ment, i.e., after detoxification treatment, as it involves

process either not easily or quickly reversible.

If the risk of structural or homeostatic alterations increases

with the migraine load (frequency, severity and disease dura-

tion), it is therefore conceivable that more aggressive thera-

peutic efforts could be warranted in chronic migraine sufferers.

Actually, less invasive techniques may now offer a

broader opportunity of treatment for those refractory and/or

unsatisfied with pharmacological and conventional therapy.

In this prospective, the new device-based therapies that

allow to affect brain function by means of neurostimulation

techniques in less invasive ways may represent a thera-

peutic opportunity.

Occipital neurostimulation

Occipital nerve stimulation is a technique in which elec-

trodes are placed in the subcutaneous tissue where it
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produces a field of paresthesia within the peripheral dis-

tribution of great occipital nerves.

Although the mechanisms of action of peripheral

occipital neurostimulation have not been fully elucidated, it

results in several trials and case reports to be beneficial in a

large variety of headache and craniofacial pain disorders,

with chronic primary headache the most studied [4, 5].

At least this means that it acts in a non-specific way,

even less on the disease generator, as suggested formerly

[6].

As a consequence, if CE mark approval in Europe has

been obtained—while FDA approval is not yet—it remains

evident that peripheral neuromodulation for different

chronic headache forms represents up to now a sperimental

procedure with off-label indication.

Moreover, occipital neurostimulation (ONS) has already

showed in chronic cluster headache patients a beneficial

effect in several studies [7–9].

We also moved from hypothalamic deep brain stimu-

lation implants in refractory chronic cluster headache [10]

to the peripheral ONS, a safer approach with almost the

same rate of improvement. Since 2004, 30 drug-resistant

chronic cluster headache patients from our Headache

Centre have had implanted an occipital stimulator. CCH

was diagnosed according to the International Headache

Society criteria (IHS) and additional criteria to be eligible

for neurostimulation were: complete drug-resistance, daily

attacks, at least 1 year of the condition and absence of

psychiatric disorders. Mean age was 43.3 years, mean ill-

ness duration was 15 years (range 9–32) and mean duration

of the chronic phase was 7.6 years. Bilateral occipital

stimulators were implanted in all patients. The mean

follow-up is 46 months (ranges 5–86 months). Eighteen

(60 %) out of the 30 patients showed a headache frequency

reduction [50 % and were defined as responders; in this

group, mean headache frequency dropped from 145 attacks

per month (5/day) to 13 attacks per month. Twelve patients

did not improve but the very first 5 patients of these series

implanted in the 2004 and 2005 received occipital stimu-

lation for a too short period, varying from 1 to 5 months.

Actually, we were insufficiently experienced and confident

in the method. Moreover, it was thought ONS should exert

its effect in a short period [6].

Now we know that each patient may have a different

time-dependent response to ONS. This means that we must

follow-up the ONS treatment on a longer period, up to

more than 1 year.

The way to approach drug-refractory chronic migraine

has been much more difficult to pursuit due to the extre-

mely heterogeneous population with chronic daily head-

ache. In a very limited case series of four female patients

implanted with ONS on an exquisite compassionate base in

patients with very low quality of life due to chronic daily

headache, we did not obtained any clinical improvement

after more than 2–3 years, in spite of the considerable

wasting of resource and time allocated, with the evidence

of a disappointing imbalance of the cost benefit.

We finally agreed on the importance to select more

treatable patients to unravel more reliably the presumed

ONS efficacy in migraine. This pushed us to promote the

Italian multicenter study named MIGROS [11].

We focused on the selection criteria: primarily we

adopted the Manzoni’s modified IHS criteria for chronic

migraine [12] which limit number of headache-days to

maximum 20 per month, excluding those with persistent

continuous pain 24 h.

As a consequence, the selected patients are less disabled

compared to those with chronic daily headache, but

otherwise unsatisfied from the ongoing clinical condition

[13]. Those with medication overuse should have passed at

least two detoxification treatment without success or with

relapse soon after.

We exclude those medication overuse headache patients

abusing from ergot, barbiturate, currently very few, or

oppioids containing analgesics, in whom detoxification

treatment and drug-dependence resolution are mandatory.

Actually in the aim of the 38/2010 law as right to

achieve pain relief, in Italy the use of oppioids has

increased to one-third, and still it remains long away from

the EU average. In expert opinion, there is a general

agreement that oppioids are unuseful in primary headache;

moreover, carrying the supplementary risk to induce drug-

dependence and medication overuse headache.

Another main exclusion criterion is the psychopatho-

logical comorbidity, which should never reach current

clinical relevance in the psychiatric assessment.

Conclusions

Headache is a biobehavioral disorder resulting from

genetic-environmental factors in such a way that headache

strictly mirrors the individual biography, rise and falls, in a

complex game of emotional, autonomic, neuroendocrine

adaptive responses.

In a number of cases, it became chronic, compounded

by the presence of psychopathological disorders and mal-

adaptive behavior.

This account for both the great individual suffering and

social cost, and why they are often perceived as ‘difficult’,

resistant to treatment, till the final stigma of ‘psychiatric’.

Most probably the right dimension is that really the way

we cope with emotions has implication in physical pain. It

is not a matter of psychogenic pain but rather a dynamic

interaction of biological and psychosocial factors, mostly

important in the chronification process [14]. To neglect this
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aspect may mean to miss the real nature of the individual

suffering and the opportunity to deal with it by a multi-

modal approach [15].

Paradoxically, this is the point at which the personal

experience in neuromodulation techniques in ‘difficult’

patients has lead: from an exquisite biomedical approach to

physical pain to address the more complex psychological

component of suffering, often in patients without a defined

psychiatric diagnosis according to DSM-IV, both clinical

syndromes (Axis I) and/or personality disorders (Axis II).

Formerly, it has been reputed that chronic headache was

almost due to medication overuse but then clinical evi-

dence does not support further that simplistic view.

As such, a simple intervention cannot properly manage

chronic headache.

A multidisciplinary approach should be in line with a

modern biopsychosocial model of chronic pain [16].

It is important for the pharmacological approach as well

as for the recent neurostimulation techniques which more

properly should be considered as an opportunity to add and

enlarge the therapeutic options for those drug-refractory

chronic headache patients in a highly disabling condition.
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